Good morning. It’s a pleasure to be back here as part of the Oregon Economic Forum. As
the introduction said, our office does the economic and revenue forecasting for the State.
Within that, I get to do a lot of the fun stuff including most of the economic modeling but
also the sin taxes and vice revenues. However we hardly ever talk about that outside of the
office and I think there are 3 main reasons for that. First, while we’re talking a couple
billions of dollars in revenue, in comparison to the state’s overall budget, that’s just a few
percentage points. Overall vice revenues are 3% of the state’s All Funds budget. It’s an
important slice of the revenues, but relatively small in the grand scheme of things. Second,
for most of these vice revenues there’s not really much of an Oregon economic impact.
We’re not North Carolina, we don’t specialize in tobacco manufacturing, and we’re not
Atlantic City or Las Vegas either. These revenues come from daily behaviors across the
population, but we’re largely just assessing a tax on a product brought in from out of state.
And third, I think, is because the vast majority of us abstain entirely or consume our vices in
moderation. It’s a small portion of our lives and the more we think about what it would be
like for those who consumer a whole lot more than we do, we get uncomfortable.
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Before we get into the revenues, a quick note about what this presentation will not be
about. It’s not about ethics and distinguishing between virtue and vice. As Aristotle wrote
long ago, moral virtue, or moral excellence is behaving in the right manner. A balance
between deficiency and excess. An appropriate attitude toward pleasure and pain. And
that’s true, or I agree with that. However when our office works on these vice revenue
forecasts, there’s not judgement from us. We’re looking at the data, looking at trends,
looking at consumer behavior and tax policy and the like. And we’re putting down our best
estimate, our best forecast for how much tax revenue will come in the door over the next
few years.
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So what are we talking about specifically when we say vice revenues? Well here are the
forecasts produced in our office, along with the OLCC forecast for liquor revenues. Our
office doesn’t do that, they do their own. But the rest of these numbers come from our
office. In total here we’re looking at about $2.7 billion for the current 2017‐17 BN budget.
Now, the State doesn’t keep all of this for itself, we share some with cities and counties.
The State gets $2.3‐$2.4 billion. As I mentioned at the top, combined, these account for
about 3% of the state’s All Funds Budget – those include general fund revenues, what are
called other funds, and also federal funds. If you want to talk just about the General Fund
and Lottery Fund which is our office’s primary focus, the money the Legislature has the
most discretion over, we’re talking about $2 billion, which is about 9% of the combined
General and Lottery Fund budget.
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OK. So Oregon is expected to pull in $2.7 billion this biennium in these vice revenues and
the state gets to keep $2.3 or $2.4 billion of that. Where does it come from? Here is the
share of Oregonians who have played or used these products in the past month, based on
latest available data. About 1 in 4 Oregonians play Lottery every month. That share is pretty
consistent in recent years, based on player surveys conducted by Lottery. However the vast
majority of Lottery revenue, some 85‐90% depending upon the year comes from video
lottery. Here about 1 in 12 Oregonians plays video lottery. So while 1in 4 play Lottery
overall, most of the money is coming from that 8%. Now these are monthly players, if you
want to know who has played in the past year, basically double them. Half of all Oregonians
play Lottery over the course of a year and 15% have played video lottery.
Alcohol. 60% of us admit to having a drink in the past month. Considerably higher than
these other revenue sources. Current smoking rate in Oregon is 16%. A similar share of us
admit to using marijuana. The exact percentage depends upon the survey. However,
crucially, these marijuana usage numbers are pre‐recreational legalization. They come from
surveys back in 2014 or 2015. We won’t have post‐recreational legalization survey results
for another year or two. I expect those to be higher. Ha. Get it? And Finally, OTP is 4% or so.
That works out to 7 or 8% for men and approximately 0% for women.
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Let’s first talk about Lottery which is by far the largest vice revenue source. Oregon runs a
statewide system of about 12,000 video lottery terminals spread across some 2,000 eating
and drinking establishments in the state. That’s pretty unique. Hardly any states have
anything like that. There’s not a real good comparison when looking across states. So we
look for comparison data where we can get it, including commercial casinos. Our video
lottery system is diffuse, spread across the state, it’s not a clear destination like a casino is,
but the games and players are more similar to casino slot players than scratch tickets.
Sales declined considerably during and after the Great Recession. Gaming, of course, is a
very discretionary form of spending. It’s not housing, it’s not food, it’s not gas in the car to
get to work, or some of these other foundational parts of people’s budgets. So it’s not a
surprise that gaming took a hit. However that hit was very long lasting. Gaming revenues
spent 4 or 5 years at the bottom of the recession with only incremental gains. However in
the past couple of years, it’s really come back. Nationwide trends have picked up. You can
see that Vegas is halfway back to where it was a decade ago. Here in Oregon we’re now all
the way back. Some of this is better economic growth, better household income numbers
for everyone along the distribution. But some of the Oregon gains are also a result of new
machines, of new technology. Lottery is currently in the latter stages of replacing all 12,000
of those video lottery terminals. We now have newer technology, newer games and the
like, and some players find that more attractive than the older ones.
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Largely driven by economic growth, more people, more income etc. We’re pretty
comfortable with this outlook but there really is a lot of uncertainty. The elephant in the
room for the gaming outlook are Millennials. Clearly they love to play games. The issue
there is to date it’s been more World of Warcraft, Minecraft and XBOX than it has been
slots and gambling more broadly. The baseline assumption is that most of this is life cycle
effects. As Milennials age into their 40s and 50s and 60s, they too will gamble like their
parents. This isn’t wholly unreasonable, but it is a huge risk for any gaming outlook.
Second, retailer uptake. Even as Oregon has never had more bars and restaurants then we
do today, the number of them offering video lottery remains steady, around that 2,000
retailer count.
The third big risk to the outlook is competition. There will be another casino proposal here
in Portland at some point, whether it’s the Canadians coming back or the tribes or
something else, pressure and competition in gaming only increases over time. 50‐60% of
video lottery sales happen here in the Portland metro area and the nearest casino, up until
just recently, was an hour or two away. That’s also pretty unique across the country. A
major urban center without a casino. So future competition will likely weigh on state
lottery sales. That plus online gaming is still expected to be a growth opportunity for
whoever can figure it out. So far it’s been a dud in NJ and NV, but you’d think they will
eventually figure it out.
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As I said, competition will only increase over time. And we just got a major new player in
the region earlier this year with the opening of the Cowlitz Tribe’s ilani casino resort up in
La Center, Washington. The fundamental view of a gaming market is that the gaming pie is
a pretty fixed size. You’re really competing for your slice of that pie. Well, after a few
months now of ilani being open, we haven’t seen very much of an impact on Lottery sales.
We’ve seen some, and we’ve seen it where you’d expect it to show up, along the border
with Washington. This map, which comes from the friends over at the Oregon Lottery
research team, shows the share of video lottery jackpot winners by census tract that are
Washingtonians. Now, while play is anonymous, winning is not. Once you win a certain
sized prize, you have to claim it and report your name, address and the like to the Lottery.
So we were expecting a big impact on these sales when ilani opened. But we haven’t seen
much. We built in an impact of about $100 million per year. A new casino should be a big
deal. Particularly along the border. However to date, we’ve seen about 20% of the initial
impact, and even less in recent weeks. We’re not alone in missing on the forecast. Grand
Ronde, owners of Spirt Mountain, have seen roughly 40% of the expected impact on their
revenues. So they did a better job forecasting than we did, but still a lot smaller impact.
Looking forward, new casinos elsewhere in the country tend to see increasing revenue for a
couple of years before plateauing. So we expect there still is an ilani impact yet to be seen
in the data. How large that will be is an open question, but one that is ultimately going to
be smaller than we assumed a year ago.
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1990s 25% smoking rate, avg 1 Pack/Day | Today 16% smoking rate, avg .5‐.75 Pack/Day
Now, those trends are pretty universal across US. However tax policy matters considerably.
Here in Oregon today, we outsell Washington in terms of cigarette packs sold. That’s a crazy
statistic. Washington’s adult population is 75% larger than ours and their smoking rate is
close to ours. It is a little lower at 14% compared to our 16%. But there is no way we should
be outselling them given our relative size. And yet we are. That’s largely due to taxes. And
you can see in the chart, as the red line increases that means WA raises cigarette taxes and
Oregon does not. And as WA increases their taxes and OR does not, Washington sales
plunge while Oregon’s flatten out. Clear tax implications and border effect here.
Looking forward, even as we expect smoking rates to continue to fall, in a stable tax
environment, and with a growing population, we don’t expect cigarette sales to fall to
much.
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Here’s where we really do get an economic impact. Oregon’s craft food and beverage
industry is a real economic strength. Something we truly excel at. And this industry has
grown considerably in recent years. When it comes to breweries, over the past decade,
we’ve basically tripled the number of breweries in the state, and more than doubled the
number of barrels brewed. Now, these are just the barrels of beer brewed in Oregon and
sold to Oregon customers. All the beer sold to out of state or out of country customers
aren’t counted here. So this is an undercount of the growth. What’s interesting to note
among this growth, is it’s nearly all due to the new start‐ups. The older breweries in the
state are up, but not very much. And in recent years we’ve actually seen some production
declines among the state’s legacy breweries. It’s hard for these breweries to grow because
they have a tap handle in most bars and restaurants already. They’ve saturated the market
and in some cases the new breweries are fighting and eating some of that territory. What’s
also unique about this brewery growth, and the alcohol cluster more broadly, is that this
high level of entrepreneurship is pretty unique. The US economy, the Oregon economy is
basically at an all‐time low for new firms. Start‐ups as a share of all businesses, have never
been lower. This spans the entire country and nearly all industries. So this growth in
breweries is not only an encouraging outlier, it’s also, well, it’s also delicious.
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Looking forward for our alcohol industry there are really a couple of things to note. First,
small scale operations targeted at Oregonians are likely to continue to multiply and do well.
For example, brewpubs which serve a local neighborhood are considerably different than a
larger, production brewery. Similarly for distilleries and even some wineries. There is a lot
of local demand, there is a lot of room to increase local sales without running into too
many national competitors or the like. However, for the larger breweries, distilleries,
cideries, and wineries, sales outside of Oregon are a must. Historically this growth path has
been to expand distribution into other state. Deschutes Brewery is even going so far as
opening an East Coast facility to better reach customers on the other side of the country.
This expansion path has largely worked well to date. However as the domestic market
becomes saturated with start‐ups in Ohio, and Kentucky, and Georgia, it is unlikely to be
the path forward for a lot of start‐ups today in Oregon. To expand beyond a neighborhood
pub today, we’re probably looking at international exports. At the end of the day, our
alcohol producers are value‐added manufacturing. They’re starting with raw ingredients, be
it grapes, potatoes, hops, barely and the like, and turning it into something more valuable
that can be bottled, canned, or kegged and sold to customers around the world. To date,
we’ve seen some good growth in Oregon’s alcohol exports. However these numbers
represent a tiny portion of current production. Just a percent or two of Oregon beer is
exported. There is a lot of growth potential here.
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To help frame the discussion a bit, and to help put it in comparison, the growth seen in the
Alcohol Cluster is on par with that seen in the tech industry.
1 – Alcohol wide geographic footprint
2 – Broader cluster, impact of upstream suppliers and downstream retailers. Metal
fabrications, metal manufacturers. According to Thad Fisco, of Portland Kettle Works and
cofounder of Labrewatory, there are now 23 companies in the U.S. that make brewery
systems, Thad’s included. 10 of those 23 companies are here in Oregon. So when a new
brewery opens up in Minneapolis, or in South Carolina, there’s a good chance they’re
purchasing brewery systems, and tanks that were made here in Oregon. That has a huge
economic benefit locally.
3 – Hope is MJ follows suit. It’s not so much about the grow operations or the retailing
where we will get an economic impact. Those jobs will come regardless and they’re
relatively low‐wage jobs. The bigger impact is if we can develop a cluster of cannabis
knowledge. Consultants, marketers, website design and the like that specializes in
marijuana. Stuff like that. New lab testing equipment or greenhouse operations. So that
when Michigan legalizes, or when New Mexico does, they will look to Oregon products,
and Oregon know‐how to get up and running. Furthermore, eventually when federal
restrictions are lowered, and you’re allowed to transport product across state lines,
Oregon‐made edibles will be a huge opportunity. Whatever the equivalent of Salt & Straw
is for edibles, that will be a success.
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There is a dark side. Something we don’t talk a lot about because for the vast majority of
us, this isn’t a problem. But vices generally follow the old 80/20 rule. Where 20% of your
workers or 20% of your customers do 80% of the work or account for 80% of the sales. Vice
really isn’t that different. Here you can see alcohol consumption across the U.S. 30% say
they don’t drink. The next 30% say they have less than 1 drink per week. 8th decile basically
has 1 drink per day, while the 9th decile has 2 drinks per day. All of that’s fine, so far as it
goes. The problem is that last decile. The top 10% of Americans drink, on average, about 8‐
9 drinks per day according to this study based on survey data. This is a problem. This isn’t
fun. There are real challenges and health risks associated with this type of behavior. It’s a
hard thing to discuss outside of public health conferences, but one we need to confront.
What is the best way to address this behavior?
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